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Beginning on January 1, 2021, as permitted by regulations adopted by the Securities
and Exchange Commission, paper copies of the Fund’s shareholder reports will no
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direct investor, by following the instructions included with paper Fund documents that
have been mailed to you. You may also elect to receive all future reports in paper free
of charge.
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PREFERRED-PLUS SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE:
The Preferred-Plus (the “Fund”) investment objective is to seek to provide income.
The Fund may change its investment objectives without shareholder approval, although it has no
current intention to do so. Shareholders will be provided with at least 60 days’ prior written
notice of any change to the Fund’s investment objectives.
FEES AND EXPENSES OF THE FUND:
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the
Fund.
Shareholder Fees
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Purchases
(as a % of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (Load)
(as a % of original purchase price)
Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed on Reinvested
Dividends and other Distributions
Redemption Fee
(as a % of amount redeemed, if sold within 90 days)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the
value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses(1)
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses (1), (2)
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses
Fee Waiver and/or Expense Reimbursement (3)
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses After Fee
Waiver and/or Expense Reimbursement

Class I

Class A

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Class I

Class A

1.00%
0.00%
1.69%
0.05%

1.00%
0.25%
1.77%
0.05%

2.74%
1.19%

3.07%
1.27%

1.55%

1.80%

(1) Estimated for the initial fiscal period.
(2) Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses are the indirect costs of investing in other investment companies.
(3) The Fund's Adviser (defined below) has contractually agreed to reduce its fees and to reimburse expenses, at least through
May 31, 2020, to ensure that total annual Fund operating expenses after fee waiver and reimbursement (exclusive of any
acquired fund fees and expenses, interest expenses, dividend expenses on short sales, taxes, brokerage commissions,
expenses incurred in connection with any merger or reorganization, or extraordinary expenses such as litigation) will not
exceed 1.50 and 1.75% of the average daily net assets attributable to the Class I and Class A shares, respectively. These fee
waivers and expense reimbursements are subject to possible recoupment from the Fund within three years of the date on
which the waiver or reimbursement occurs, if such recoupment can be achieved within the lesser of the foregoing expense
limits or the expense limits in place at the time of recoupment. This agreement may be terminated only by the Fund's Board
of Trustees, on 60 days written notice to the Fund's Adviser.

Example: This Example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the Fund with
the cost of investing in other mutual funds.
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The Example assumes that you invest $10,000 in the Fund for the time periods indicated and then
redeem all of your shares at the end of those periods. The Example also assumes that your
investment has a 5% return each year and that the Fund's operating expenses remain the same as
those reflected in the above fee table. The Example assumes the impact of the fee waiver in the
1, 3, and 5 Year example. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based upon these
assumptions your costs would be:
Class

1 Year

3 Years

Class I

$158

$737

Class A

$183

$829

Portfolio Turnover: The Fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and
sells securities (or "turns over" its portfolio). A higher portfolio turnover rate may indicate higher
transaction costs and may result in higher taxes when Fund shares are held in a taxable account.
These costs, which are not reflected in annual operating expenses or in the Example, affect the
Fund’s performance.
PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY:
The Fund’s investment strategy is two-fold: (1) preferred securities, and (2) credit spread options
on the S&P 500 Index; both of which are described in detail below.
Preferred Investment Strategy
The Fund pursues its objective primarily by investing in issues of preferred securities and debt
securities that the Fund’s Adviser, Innovative Portfolios, LLC, (the “Adviser”) believes to be
undervalued. In making this determination, the Fund’s Adviser evaluates the fundamental
characteristics of an issuer, including an issuer’s creditworthiness, and also takes into account
prevailing market factors. In analyzing credit quality, the Adviser considers not only
fundamental analysis, but also an issuer’s corporate and capital structure and the placement of the
preferred or debt securities within that structure. In evaluating relative value, the Adviser also
takes into account call, conversion and other structural security features, in addition to such
factors as the likely directions of credit ratings and relative value versus other fixed-income
security classes.
The Fund invests at least 80% of its net assets in a portfolio of preferred issued by U.S. and nonU.S. companies, including traditional preferred securities; hybrid preferred securities that have
investment and economic characteristics of both preferred stock and debt securities; floating rate
preferred securities; convertible preferred securities; and shares of other open-end, closed-end or
exchange-traded funds (“ETFs”) that invest primarily in preferred securities as described herein.
The Fund may invest in preferred securities of all issuer capitalizations.
The Fund intends to concentrate its investments in securities issued by financial services
companies such banks, diversified financials, real estate (including real estate investment trusts
(“REITs”)) and insurance companies, meaning that the Fund will invest at least 25% of its net
assets in securities issued by such companies. In addition, the Fund also may focus its
investments in other sectors such as (but not limited to) energy, industrials, utilities, pipelines,
health care and telecommunications. The Adviser retains broad discretion to allocate the Fund’s
investments across various sectors and industries.
The Fund may invest in preferred equity or debt securities of any maturity or credit rating,
including investment grade securities, below investment grade securities (commonly known as
“junk bonds”) and unrated securities. The Fund will generally seek to maintain a minimum
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weighted average senior debt rating of the issuing companies in which it invests of BBB-, which
the Fund considers to be investment grade. Although a company’s senior debt rating may be
BBB-, an underlying security issued by such company in which the Fund invests may have a
lower rating than BBB-. A security must be rated no lower than B- or B3 in order to be purchased
by the Fund (or if unrated, of similar quality in the opinion of the Adviser).
S&P 500 Index Options Investment Strategy
The Fund may expose up to 10% of its assets to a credit spread options strategy however market
conditions may dictate additional exposure. The Fund seeks to achieve a credit spread on the
S&P 500 Index by selling/writing an out-of-the-money (an out-of-the-money put option is one
whose strike price is lower than the market price of the underlying reference asset of the option)
short put option each month while simultaneously purchasing an out-of-the-money long put
option below the short option position. A credit spread is an options strategy that involves the
purchase of one option and a sale of another option in the same class and expiration but different
strike prices. Such a strategy results in a net credit for entering the option position, and wants the
spreads to narrow or expire for profit. Buying the protective long put option is hedging any
significant downside risk posed by the short put option by employing a defensive position.
The short option premium" is derived from "implied volatility" — the expected level of volatility
priced into an option — and is higher, on average, than the volatility actually experienced on the
security underlying the option. For example, an option buyer typically pays a premium to an
option seller, such as the Fund, that is priced based on the expected amount by which the value of
the instrument underlying the option will move up or down. On average, this expected amount of
value movement (or implied volatility) is generally greater than the amount by which the value of
the underlying instrument actually moves (realized volatility). By entering into derivatives
contracts, the Fund is, in essence, accepting a risk that its counterparty seeks to transfer in
exchange for the premium received by the Fund under the derivatives contract. By providing this
risk transfer service, the Fund seeks to benefit over the long-term from the difference between the
level of volatility priced into the options it sells and the level of volatility realized on the
securities underlying those options. There can be no assurance that the variance risk premium will
be positive for the Fund's investments at any time or on average and over time.
The premium paid for a long put option is typically priced based on the expected amount by
which the value of the instrument underlying the option will move up or down. On average, this
expected amount of value movement (or implied volatility) is generally greater than the amount
by which the value of the underlying instrument actually moves (realized volatility). By entering
into this derivative contract, the Fund is, in essence, transferring a risk that its counterparty seeks
to accept in exchange for the premium received by the counterparty under the derivatives
contract. By transferring this risk to a counterparty, the Fund seeks to benefit over the long-term
from the difference in premium collected on the short put option premium above and the long
option premium paid herein. There can be no assurance that the variance risk premium will be
positive for the Fund's investments at any time or on average and over time.
A put option typically gives the option buyer the right to sell, and obligates the option seller to
purchase, a security at an agreed-upon price. Generally, the Fund intends to sell put options that
are out-of-the-money. Options that are more substantially out-of-the-money generally would pay
lower premiums than options that are at or slightly out-of-the-money. By selling put options, the
Fund will sell protection against depreciation below the option exercise price to the option
purchaser in exchange for an option premium. If an option is exercised, the Fund will either
purchase or sell the security at the strike price or pay to the option holder the difference between
the strike price and the current price level of the underlying equity security, ETF or index,
depending on the terms of the option.
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When the Fund enters into derivatives transactions, it is typically required to post collateral, or
“initial margin,” to secure its payment or delivery obligations.
The Fund’s will invest as indicated above in preferred securities. These securities will be used to
meet asset coverage or margin requirements on the Fund’s option writing strategy. The Fund
may write put options in respect of an underlying security in which the Fund does not have a
short position (so-called “naked” call or put options). The Fund may hold positions in equities
and ETFs to the extent necessary to meet asset coverage or margin requirements. Generally, the
investment goal is to write options with a target of 10% spread notional exposure however market
conditions may dictate more notional exposure. The Fund may be considered to have created
investment leverage; leverage increases the volatility of the Fund and may result in losses greater
than if the Fund had not been leveraged.
PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT RISKS:
As with all mutual funds, there is risk that you could lose money through your investment in the
Fund. Investing in the Fund can result in a loss of some or all amounts invested. Before
investing in the Fund, the investor should consider (i) suitability of the investment with respect to
investor’s investment objectives and (ii) factors such as investor’s net worth, income, age, risk
tolerance and time horizon. Investors that cannot bear the loss of some or all of the investment
or with a short-term investment time horizon should avoid investment in the Fund. The Fund is
not intended to be a complete investment program. Many factors affect the Fund's net asset value
(“NAV”) and performance. The Fund is subject to the risks associated with the preferred equity
and option markets, any of which could cause an investment to lose money.
Investment Risk: You could lose money by investing in the Fund. An investment in the Fund is
not a deposit to a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation or any other government agency.
Market Risk: The shareholder’s investment in Fund shares represents an indirect investment in
the securities owned by the Fund. The value of these securities, like other investments may
increase or decrease. The Fund shares at any point in time may be worth less than the original
investment, even after taking into account the reinvestment of Fund dividends and distributions.
Preferred Security Risk: Preferred securities generally are subordinated to bonds and other debt
instruments in a company’s capital structure and therefore will be subject to greater credit risk
than those debt instruments. In addition, preferred securities are subject to other risks, such as
having no or limited voting rights, being subject to special redemption rights, having distributions
deferred or skipped, having floating interest rates or dividends, which may result in a decline in
value in a falling interest rate environment, having limited liquidity, changing or unfavorable tax
treatments and possibly being issued by companies in heavily regulated industries. Preferred
securities that do not have a maturity date are considered to be perpetual investments.
ETF Risk: ETFs are subject to investment advisory fees and other expenses, which will be
indirectly paid by the Fund. As a result, your cost of investing in the Fund will be higher than the
cost of investing directly in other ETFs and may be higher than other Fund that invest directly in
similar securities. ETFs are listed on national stock exchanges and are traded like stocks listed on
an exchange. ETF shares may trade at a discount or a premium in market price if there is a
limited market in such shares. ETFs are also subject to brokerage and other trading costs, which
could result in greater expenses to the Fund. ETFs may employ leverage. Because the value of
ETF shares depends on the demand in the market, the Adviser may not be able to liquidate the
Fund’s holdings at the most optimal time, adversely affecting performance. ETFs in which the
Fund invests will not be able to replicate exactly the performance of the indices they track.
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Option Risk: Changes in the market price or other economic attributes of the underlying
investment, changes in the realized or perceived volatility of the relevant market and underlying
investment and time remaining before an option’s expiration affect the market price of options.
If the market for the options becomes less liquid or smaller the market price of the options may
be adversely affected. The Fund may close out a written option position by buying the option
instead of letting it expire or be exercised. The Fund may close out of long options by selling
instead of letting it expire or be exercised. There can be no assurance that a liquid market will
exist when the Fund seeks to close out an option position by buying or selling the option.
When the Fund writes (sells) an option, it faces the risk that it will experience a loss if the option
purchaser exercises the option sold by the Fund. Writing options can cause the Fund’s share
price to be highly volatile, and it may be subject to sudden and substantial losses.
The Fund’s options positions will be marked to market on each day that the Fund strikes its
NAV. The Fund’s options transactions will be subject to limitations established by each of the
exchanges, boards of trade or other trading facilities on which such options are traded. These
limitations govern the maximum number of options in each class that may be written or
purchased by a single investor or group of investors acting in concert, regardless of whether the
options are written or purchased on the same or different exchanges, boards of trade or other
trading facilities or are held or written in one or more accounts or through one or more brokers.
The decision on when and how to use options involves the exercise of skill and judgement.
Market behavior or unexpected events can adversely affect a well-executed options program.
Anticipation of future movements in securities prices or other economic factors of the underlying
investments impact the success of an option strategy. No assurances on the Adviser’s judgement
being correct can be given.
Leverage Risk: The Fund may be subject to leverage risk through the use of options. Leverage
magnifies the Fund’s exposure to declines in the value of one or more underlying investments or
creates investment risk with respect to a larger pool of assets than the Fund would otherwise have
and may be considered a speculative technique. The value of an investment in the Fund will be
more volatile and other risks tend to be compounded if and to the extent that the Fund uses
derivatives or other investments that have embedded leverage. Engaging in such transactions
may cause the Fund to liquidate positions when it may not be advantageous to do so to satisfy its
obligations or to meet segregation requirements.
Foreign Securities Risk: Foreign securities are subject to higher volatility than securities of
domestic issuers due to possible adverse political, social or economic developments, restrictions
on foreign investment or exchange of securities, lack of liquidity, currency exchange rates,
excessive taxation, government seizure of assets, different legal or accounting standards, and less
government supervision and regulation of exchanges in foreign countries.
Call Risk: If, during periods of falling interest rates, an issuer calls higher-yielding debt
instruments held by the Fund, the Fund may have to reinvest in securities with lower yields,
which may adversely impact the Fund’s performance.
Financial Sector Risk: Because the Fund may invest 25% or more of its net assets in the
financial sector, it will be more susceptible to adverse economic or regulatory occurrences
affecting this sector, such as changes in interest rates, loan concentration and competition. In
addition, the Fund will also be subject to the risks of investing in the individual industries and
securities that comprise the financial sector, including the bank, capital markets, consumer
finance, diversified financials, real estate (including REITS) and insurance industries. To the
extent that the Fund focuses its investments in other sectors or industries, such as (but not limited
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to ) energy, industrials, utilities, healthcare, and telecommunication, the Fund will be subject to
the risks associated with these particular sectors and industries. These sectors and industries may
be adversely affected by, amount others, changes in government regulation, world events and
economic conditions.
Large-Capitalization Risk: Larger, more established companies may be unable to attain the high
growth rates of successful, smaller companies during periods of economic expansion.
Small- and Mid-Capitalization Stock Risk: The stocks of small- and mid-capitalization
companies often have greater price volatility, lower trading volume, and less liquidity than the
stocks of larger, more established companies.
Credit Risk: The risk that an issuer of a security will be unable or unwilling to make dividend,
interest and/principal payments when due and the related risk that the value of a security may
decline because of concerns about the issuer’s ability to make such payments. Credit risk may be
heightened if the Fund invests in “high yield” or “junk” securities; such securities, while
generally offering higher yields than investment grade debt with similar maturities, involve
greater risk, including the possibility of dividend or interest deferral, default or bankruptcy.
Duration Risk: Duration is a mathematical calculation of the average life of a fixed-income or
preferred security that serves as a measure of the security’s price risk to changes in interest rates
(or yields). Securities with longer duration tend to be more sensitive to interest rate (or yield)
changes than securities with shorter duration.
Interest Rate Risk: It is the risk that the value of the Fund’s portfolio will decline because of
rising interest rates. The Fund may be subject to a greater risk of rising interest rates than would
normally be the case due to the current period of historically low rates and the effect of potential
government fiscal policy initiatives and resulting market reaction to those initiatives. When
interest rates change, the values of longer-duration debt securities usually change more than the
values of shorter-duration debt securities. Rising interest rates also may lengthen the duration of
debt securities with call features, since exercise of the call becomes less likely as interest rates
rise, which in turn will make the securities more sensitive to changes in interest rates and result in
even steeper price declines in the event of further interest rate increases.
Prepayment and Extension Risk: The risk that changes in interest rates, credit spreads or other
factors will result in the call (repayment) of a debt instrument before it is expected. The Fund
may have to invest the proceeds in lower yielding securities or that expectations of such early call
will negatively impact the market price of the security. Extension risk is the risk that changes in
the interest rates or credit spreads may result in lowering call expectations, which can cause
prices to fall.
REIT Risk: Investments in the Fund may be subject to many of the same risks as a direct
investment in real estate. The stock prices of companies in the real estate industry, including
REITs, are typically sensitive to changes in real estate values, property taxes, interest rates, cash
flow of underlying real estate assets, occupancy rates, government regulations affecting zoning,
land use, and rents, as well as the management skill and creditworthiness of the issuer. REITs
also depend generally on their ability to generate cash flow to make distributions to shareholders
or unitholders and are subject to the risk of failing to qualify for favorable tax treatment under the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
Management Risk: The Fund is an actively managed portfolio. The Adviser will apply
investment techniques and risk analyses in making investment decisions for the Fund, but there
can be no guarantee that the Fund will achieve its investment objective. The Adviser may fail to
use derivatives effectively or may select investments that do not perform as anticipated by the
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Adviser. Imperfections, errors or limitations in quantitative analyses and models used by the
Adviser as part of its investment process could affect the Fund’s performance. The Fund could
lose value or its investment results could lag relevant benchmarks or other funds with similar
objectives. The Adviser does not have any experience in implementing the Fund’s strategy for a
mutual fund.
PERFORMANCE:
Because the Fund has less than a full calendar year of investment operations, no performance
information is presented for the Fund at this time. In the future, performance information will be
presented in this section of the Prospectus. Also, shareholder reports containing financial and
performance information will be mailed to shareholders semi-annually. Updated performance
information will be available at no cost by calling 1-800-869-1679 and may also be available at
www.innovativeportfolios.com.
INVESTMENT ADVISER:
Innovative Portfolios, LLC
PORTFOLIO MANAGERS:
JR Humphreys, CFA® , CAIA® , Senior Portfolio Manager
Dave Gilreath, CFP®, Managing Director & Chief Investment Officer
Each portfolio manager is primarily and jointly responsible for the day-to-day management of the
Fund.
PURCHASE AND SALE OF FUND SHARES:
You may purchase and redeem shares of the Fund on any day that the New York Stock Exchange
is open for trading. You may redeem shares by written request, telephone or through a financial
intermediary.
Class A: $5,000 initial; $100 subsequent investments;
Retirement Plans $1,000 initial; $250 subsequent investments
Class I: $100,000 initial; $100 subsequent investments;
Retirement Plans $100,000; $250 subsequent investments
However, the Fund or the Adviser may waive any minimum investment requirement at its
discretion.
TAX INFORMATION:
Dividends and capital gain distributions you receive from the Fund, whether you reinvest your
distributions in additional Fund shares or receive them in cash, are taxable to you at either
ordinary income or capital gains tax rates unless you are investing through a tax-deferred plan
such as an IRA or 401(k) plan. However, such distributions may be taxed later upon withdrawal
of monies from the plan.
PAYMENTS TO BROKER-DEALERS AND OTHER FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES:
If you purchase the Fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as a bank),
the Adviser may pay the intermediary for the sale of Fund shares and related services. These
payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary
and your salesperson to recommend the Fund over another investment. Ask your salesperson or
visit your financial intermediary's website for more information.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE FUND’S PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT
STRATEGIES AND RELATED RISKS
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE:
The investment objective of the Fund is to seek to provide income. There can be no assurance
that the Fund will achieve its investment objective.
The Fund may change its investment objectives without shareholder approval, although it has no
current intention to do so. Shareholders will be provided with at least 60 days’ prior written
notice of any change to the Fund’s investment objectives.
PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT STRATEGIES:
The Fund’s investment strategy is two-fold: (1) preferred securities, and (2) credit spread options
on the S&P 500 Index; both of which are described in detail below.
Preferred Investment Strategy
The Fund pursues its preferred investment strategy by investing in issues of preferred and debt
securities believed to be undervalued relative to credit quality and other investment
characteristics. In making this determination, the Adviser evaluates the fundamental
characteristics of an issuer, including an issuer’s creditworthiness, and also takes into account
prevailing market factors. In analyzing credit quality, the Adviser considers not only
fundamental analysis, but also an issuer’s corporate and capital structure and the placement of the
preferred or debt securities within that structure. In evaluating relative value, the Adviser also
takes into account call, conversion and other structural security features, in addition to such
factors as the likely directions of credit ratings and relative value versus other income security
classes.
The Fund invests at least 80% of its net assets in a portfolio of preferred securities issued by U.S.
and non-U.S. companies, including traditional preferred securities; hybrid preferred securities
that have investment and economic characteristics of both preferred stock and debt securities;
floating rate preferred securities; convertible preferred securities, and shares of other open-end,
closed-end or ETFs that invest primarily in preferred securities as described herein.
The Fund intends to invest at least 25% or more of its net assets in the financial sector, which is
comprised of the bank, diversified financials, real estate (including REITs) and insurance
industries. In addition, the Fund also may focus its investments in other sectors or industries,
such as (but not limited to) energy, industrials, utilities, pipelines, health care and
telecommunications. The Adviser retains broad discretion to allocate the Fund’s investments
across various sectors and industries. The Fund may invest up to 10% of the Fund’s net assets in
securities of non-U.S. companies.
The Fund may invest in preferred equity or debt securities of any maturity or credit rating,
including investment grade securities, below investment grade securities (commonly known as
“junk bonds”) and unrated securities. The Fund will generally seek to maintain a minimum
weighted average senior debt rating of the issuing companies in which it invests of BBB-, which
the Fund considers to be investment grade. Although a company’s senior debt rating may be
BBB-, an underlying security issued by such company in which the Fund invests may have a
lower rating than BBB-.
S&P 500 Index Options Strategy
The Fund may expose up to 10% of its assets to a credit spread options strategy however market
conditions may dictate additional exposure. The Fund seeks to achieve a credit spread on the
S&P 500 Index by selling/writing an out-of-the-money short put option each month while
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simultaneously purchasing an out-of-the-money long put option below the short option position.
A credit spread is an options strategy that involves the purchase of one option and a sale of
another option in the same class and expiration but different strike prices. Such a strategy results
in a net credit for entering the option position, and wants the spreads to narrow or expire for
profit. Buying the protective long put option is hedging any significant downside risk posed by
the short put option by employing a defensive position.
The short option premium" is derived from "implied volatility" — the expected level of volatility
priced into an option — and is higher, on average, than the volatility actually experienced on the
security underlying the option. For example, an option buyer typically pays a premium to an
option seller, such as the Fund, that is priced based on the expected amount by which the value of
the instrument underlying the option will move up or down. On average, this expected amount of
value movement (or implied volatility) is generally greater than the amount by which the value of
the underlying instrument actually moves (realized volatility). By entering into derivatives
contracts, the Fund is, in essence, accepting a risk that its counterparty seeks to transfer in
exchange for the premium received by the Fund under the derivatives contract. By providing this
risk transfer service, the Fund seeks to benefit over the long-term from the difference between the
level of volatility priced into the options it sells and the level of volatility realized on the
securities underlying those options. There can be no assurance that the variance risk premium
will be positive for the Fund's investments at any time or on average and over time.
The premium paid for a long put option is typically priced based on the expected amount by
which the value of the instrument underlying the option will move up or down. On average, this
expected amount of value movement (or implied volatility) is generally greater than the amount
by which the value of the underlying instrument actually moves (realized volatility). By entering
into this derivative contract, the Fund is, in essence, transferring a risk that its counterparty seeks
to accept in exchange for the premium received by the counterparty under the derivatives
contract. By transferring this risk to a counterparty, the Fund seeks to benefit over the long-term
from the difference in premium collected on the short put option premium above and the long
option premium paid herein. There can be no assurance that the variance risk premium will be
positive for the Fund's investments at any time or on average and over time.
A put option typically gives the option buyer the right to sell, and obligates the option seller to
purchase, a security at an agreed-upon price. Generally, the Fund intends to sell put options that
are out-of-the-money (meaning that the exercise price generally will be below the current price of
the underlying equity security, ETF or index when the option is sold). Options that are more
substantially out-of-the-money generally would pay lower premiums than options that are at or
slightly out-of-the-money. By selling put options, the Fund will sell protection against
depreciation below the option exercise price to the option purchaser in exchange for an option
premium. If an option is exercised, the Fund will either purchase or sell the security at the strike
price or pay to the option holder the difference between the strike price and the current price level
of the underlying equity security, ETF or index, depending on the terms of the option.
When the Fund enters into derivatives transactions, it is typically required to post collateral, or
“initial margin,” to secure its payment or delivery obligations.
The Fund’s will invest as indicated above in preferred securities. These securities will be used to
meet asset coverage or margin requirements on the Fund’s option writing strategy. The Fund
may write put options in respect of an underlying security in which the Fund does not have a
short position (so-called “naked” call or put options). The Fund may hold positions in equities
and ETFs to the extent necessary to meet asset coverage or margin requirements. Generally, the
investment goal is to write options with a target of 10% spread notional exposure however market
conditions may dictate more notional exposure. The Fund may be considered to have created
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investment leverage; leverage increases the volatility of the Fund and may result in losses greater
than if the Fund had not been leveraged.
PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT RISKS:
As with all mutual funds, there is the risk that you could lose money through your investment in
the Fund. The Fund is not intended to be a complete investment program. Many factors affect
the Fund's net asset value and performance. The Fund is subject to the risks associated with the
preferred equity and option markets, any of which could cause an investment to lose money.
Investment Risk: You could lose money by investing in the Fund. An investment in the Fund is
not a deposit to a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation or any other government agency.
Market Risk: The shareholder’s investment in Fund shares represents an indirect investment in
the securities owned by the Fund. The value of these securities, like other investments may
increase or decrease. The Fund shares at any point in time may be worth less than the original
investment, even after taking into account the reinvestment of Fund dividends and distributions.
Preferred Security Risk: An investment in Preferred Securities involves the further risks not
associated with an investment in common stocks as set forth below.
Credit Risk and Subordination Risk: Preferred securities have credit risk. The risk that a
preferred security will decline in price or the issuer of the security will fail to make dividend,
interest or principal payments when due because the issuer experiences a decline in its financial
status. Preferred securities are generally subordinate to bonds and other debt instruments in a
company’s capital structure in terms of having priority to corporate income, claims to corporate
assets and liquidation payments, and therefore will be subject to greater credit risk than more
senior debt instruments.
Limited Voting Rights: Generally holders of preferred securities (such as the Fund) have no
voting rights with respect to the issuing company unless preferred dividends have been in arrears
for a specified number of periods, at which time the preferred security holders may elect a
number of directors to the issuer’s board. Generally, once the issuer pays all the arrearages, the
preferred security holders no longer have voting rights.
Special Redemptions Rights: An issuer of preferred securities, in certain circumstances, may
redeem the securities prior to a specified date. For instance, for certain types of preferred
securities, a redemption may be triggered by a change in federal income tax or securities laws.
As with call provisions, a special redemption by the issuer may negatively impact the return of
the security held by the Fund.
Deferral and Omission Risk: Preferred securities may include provisions that permit the issuer,
at its discretion, to defer or omit distributions for a stated period without consequences to the
issuer. If the Fund owns a preferred security that is deferring its distributions, the Fund may be
required to report income for tax purposes although it has not yet received such income.
ETF Risk: ETFs are subject to investment advisory fees and other expenses, which will be
indirectly paid by the Fund. As a result, your cost of investing in the Fund will be higher than the
cost of investing directly in other ETFs and may be higher than other Fund that invest directly in
similar securities. ETFs are listed on national stock exchanges and are traded like stocks listed on
an exchange. ETF shares may trade at a discount or a premium in market price if there is a
limited market in such shares. ETFs are also subject to brokerage and other trading costs, which
could result in greater expenses to the Fund. ETFs may employ leverage. Because the value of
ETF shares depends on the demand in the market, the Adviser may not be able to liquidate the
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Fund’s holdings at the most optimal time, adversely affecting performance. ETFs in which the
Fund invests will not be able to replicate exactly the performance of the indices they track.
Foreign Securities Risk: Foreign securities are subject to higher volatility than securities of
domestic issuers due to possible adverse political, social or economic developments, restrictions
on foreign investment or exchange of securities, lack of liquidity, currency exchange rates,
excessive taxation, government seizure of assets, different legal or accounting standards, and less
government supervision and regulation of exchanges in foreign countries.
Leverage Risk: The Fund may be subject to leverage risk through the use of options. Leverage
magnifies the Fund’s exposure to declines in the value of one or more underlying investments or
creates investment risk with respect to a larger pool of assets than the Fund would otherwise have
and may be considered a speculative technique. The value of an investment in the Fund will be
more volatile and other risks tend to be compounded if and to the extent that the Fund uses
derivatives or other investments that have embedded leverage. Engaging in such transactions
may cause the Fund to liquidate positions when it may not be advantageous to do so to satisfy its
obligations or to meet segregation requirements.
Call Risk: If, during periods of falling interest rates, an issuer calls higher-yielding debt
instruments held by the Fund, the Fund may have to reinvest in securities with lower yields,
which may adversely impact the Fund’s performance.
Financial Sector Risk: Because the Fund may invest 25% or more of its net assets in the
financial sector, it will be more susceptible to adverse economic or regulatory occurrences
affecting this sector, such as changes in interest rates, loan concentration and competition. In
addition, the Fund will also be subject to the risks of investing in the individual industries and
securities that comprise the financial sector, including the bank, capital markets, consumer
finance, diversified financials, real estate (including REITs) and insurance industries. To the
extent that the Fund focuses its investments in other sectors or industries, such as (but not limited
to ) energy, industrials, utilities, healthcare, and telecommunication, the Fund will be subject to
the risks associated with these particular sectors and industries. These sectors and industries may
be adversely affected by, amount others, changes in government regulation, world events and
economic conditions.
Large-Capitalization Risk: Larger, more established companies may be unable to attain the high
growth rates of successful, smaller companies during periods of economic expansion.
Small- and Mid-Capitalization Stock Risk: The stocks of small- and mid-capitalization
companies often have greater price volatility, lower trading volume, and less liquidity than the
stocks of larger, more established companies.
Credit Risk: The risk that an issuer of a security will be unable or unwilling to make dividend,
interest and/principal payments when due and the related risk that the value of a security may
decline because of concerns about the issuer’s ability to make such payments. Credit risk may be
heightened if the Fund invests in “high yield” or “junk” securities; such securities, while
generally offering higher yields than investment grade debt with similar maturities, involve
greater risk, including the possibility of dividend or interest deferral, default or bankruptcy.
Duration Risk: Duration is a mathematical calculation of the average life of a fixed-income or
preferred security that serves as a measure of the security’s price risk to changes in interest rates
(or yields). Securities with longer duration tend to be more sensitive to interest rate (or yield)
changes than securities with shorter duration.
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Interest Rate Risk: It is the risk that the value of the Fund’s portfolio will decline because of
rising interest rates. The Fund may be subject to a greater risk of rising interest rates than would
normally be the case due to the current period of historically low rates and the effect of potential
government fiscal policy initiatives and resulting market reaction to those initiatives. When
interest rates change, the values of longer-duration debt securities usually change more than the
values of shorter-duration debt securities. Rising interest rates also may lengthen the duration of
debt securities with call features, since exercise of the call becomes less likely as interest rates
rise, which in turn will make the securities more sensitive to changes in interest rates and result in
even steeper price declines in the event of further interest rate increases.
Prepayment and Extension Risk: The risk that changes in interest rates, credit spreads or other
factors will result in the call (repayment) of a debt instrument before it is expected. The Fund
may have to invest the proceeds in lower yielding securities or that expectations of such early call
will negatively impact the market price of the security. Extension risk is the risk that changes in
the interest rates or credit spreads may result in lowering call expectations, which can cause
prices to fall.
Option Risk: Changes in the market price or other economic attributes of the underlying
investment, changes in the realized or perceived volatility of the relevant market and underlying
investment and time remaining before an option’s expiration affect the market price of options.
If the market for the options becomes less liquid or smaller the market price of the options may
be adversely affected. The Fund may close out a written option position by buying the option
instead of letting it expire or be exercised. The Fund may close out of long options by selling
instead of letting it expire or be exercised. There can be no assurance that a liquid market will
exist when the Fund seeks to close out an option position by buying or selling the option.
When the Fund writes (sells) an option, it faces the risk that it will experience a loss if the option
purchaser exercises the option sold by the Fund. Writing options can cause the Fund’s share
price to be highly volatile, and it may be subject to sudden and substantial losses.
The Fund’s options positions will be marked to market on each day that the Fund strikes its
NAV. The Fund’s options transactions will be subject to limitations established by each of the
exchanges, boards of trade or other trading facilities on which such options are traded. These
limitations govern the maximum number of options in each class that may be written or
purchased by a single investor or group of investors acting in concert, regardless of whether the
options are written or purchased on the same or different exchanges, boards of trade or other
trading facilities or are held or written in one or more accounts or through one or more brokers.
The decision on when and how to use options involves the exercise of skill and judgement.
Market behavior or unexpected events can adversely affect a well-executed options program.
Anticipation of future movements in securities prices or other economic factors of the underlying
investments impact the success of an option strategy. No assurances on the Adviser’s judgement
being correct can be given.
REIT Risk: Investments in the Fund may be subject to many of the same risks as a direct
investment in real estate. The stock prices of companies in the real estate industry, including
REITs, are typically sensitive to changes in real estate values, property taxes, interest rates, cash
flow of underlying real estate assets, occupancy rates, government regulations affecting zoning,
land use, and rents, as well as the management skill and creditworthiness of the issuer. REITs
also depend generally on their ability to generate cash flow to make distributions to shareholders
or unitholders and are subject to the risk of failing to qualify for favorable tax treatment under the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
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Management Risk: The Fund is an actively managed portfolio. The Adviser will apply
investment techniques and risk analyses in making investment decisions for the Fund, but there
can be no guarantee that the Fund will achieve its investment objective. The Adviser may fail to
use derivatives effectively or may select investments that do not perform as anticipated by the
Adviser. Imperfections, errors or limitations in quantitative analyses and models used by the
Adviser as part of its investment process could affect the Fund’s performance. The Fund could
lose value or its investment results could lag relevant benchmarks or other funds with similar
objectives.
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS:
To respond to adverse market, economic, political or other conditions, each Fund may invest
100% of its total assets, without limitation, in high-quality short-term debt securities and money
market instruments. These short-term debt securities and money market instruments include:
shares of money market mutual funds, commercial paper, certificates of deposit, bankers'
acceptances, U.S. Government securities and repurchase agreements. While a Fund is in a
defensive position, the opportunity to achieve its investment objective will be limited.
Furthermore, to the extent that either Fund invests in money market mutual funds for cash
positions, there will be some duplication of expenses because the Fund pays its pro-rata portion
of such money market funds' advisory fees and operational fees. Each Fund may also invest a
substantial portion of its assets in such instruments at any time to maintain liquidity or pending
selection of investments in accordance with its policies.
PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS DISCLOSURE:
A description of the Fund’s policies regarding the release of portfolio holdings information is
available in the Fund’s Statement of Additional Information.
CYBERSECURITY:
The computer systems, networks and devices used by the Fund and its service providers to carry
out routine business operations employ a variety of protections designed to prevent damage or
interruption from computer viruses, network failures, computer and telecommunication failures,
infiltration by unauthorized persons and security breaches. Despite the various protections
utilized by the Fund and its service providers, systems, networks, or devices potentially can be
breached.
The Fund and its shareholders could be negatively impacted as a result of a cybersecurity breach.
Cybersecurity breaches can include unauthorized access to systems, networks, or devices;
infection from computer viruses or other malicious software code; and attacks that shut down,
disable, slow, or otherwise disrupt operations, business processes, or website access or
functionality. Cybersecurity breaches may cause disruptions and impact the Fund’s business
operations, potentially resulting in financial losses; interference with the Fund’s ability to
calculate their NAV; impediments to trading; the inability of the Funds, the adviser and other
service providers to transact business; violations of applicable privacy and other laws; regulatory
fines, penalties, reputational damage, reimbursement or other compensation costs, or additional
compliance costs; as well as the inadvertent release of confidential information.
Similar adverse consequences could result from cybersecurity breaches affecting issuers of
securities in which the Funds invest; counterparties with which the Funds engage in transactions;
governmental and other regulatory authorities; exchange and other financial market operators,
banks, brokers, dealers, insurance companies, and other financial institutions (including financial
intermediaries and service providers for the Funds’ shareholders); and other parties. In addition,
substantial costs may be incurred by these entities in order to prevent any cybersecurity breaches
in the future.
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MANAGEMENT
INVESTMENT ADVISER:
Innovative Portfolios, LLC, (the “Adviser”), located at 8801 River Crossing Blvd. Suite 100,
Indianapolis, IN, 46240 serves as investment adviser to the Funds. Subject to the authority of the
Board of Trustees, IP is responsible for the overall management of the Fund’s investment
portfolio. The Adviser is an Indiana limited liability company formed in 2015 to provide
investment advisory services to individual clients. The Fund is not its only client.
Pursuant to a management agreement (the “Management Agreement”), the Fund pays the
Adviser, on a monthly basis, an annual management fee equivalent to 1.00% of the Fund's
average daily net assets. The Adviser has contractually agreed to reduce its fees and to reimburse
expenses, at least through May 31, 2020 to ensure that total annual Fund operating expenses after
fee waiver and reimbursement (acquired fund fees and expenses, interest expenses, dividend
expenses on short sales, taxes, brokerage commissions, expenses incurred in connection with any
merger or reorganization, or extraordinary expenses such as litigation) will not exceed 1.50% for
Class I shares and 1.75% for Class A shares of the average daily net assets for each respective
Class of the Fund. These fee waivers and expense reimbursements are subject to possible
recoupment from the Fund within three years after the date on which the waiver or
reimbursement occurs, if such recoupment can be achieved within the lesser of the foregoing
expense limits or the expense limits in place at the time of recoupment. This agreement may be
terminated only by the Fund’s Board of Trustees, on 60 days’ written notice to the Adviser. Fee
waiver and reimbursement arrangements can decrease the Fund's expenses and boost its
performance. A discussion regarding the basis for the Board of Trustees' approval of the
Management Agreement will be available in the Fund’s first annual or semi-annual report to
shareholders.
PORTFOLIO MANAGERS:
JR Humphreys, CFA® , CAIA® , Senior Portfolio Manager
Mr. Humphreys holds a Bachelor of Business Administration degree in Finance from Marshall
University in Huntington, West Virginia, where he was also a member of Omicron Delta Epsilon,
International Honor Society for Economics. Mr. Humphreys has earned his Chartered Financial
Chartered Financial Analyst® (CFA) and Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst® (CAIA)
credentials. Mr Humphreys has been with the Adviser since 2018 and Sheaff Brock Investment
Advisors, LLC (SBIA) since 2015. SBIA, an affiliate of the Adviser, is a SEC registered
investment advisor. Prior to SBIA Mr Humphreys worked at BKD Wealth Advisors, LLC as a
Senior Portfolio Manager from October 2003 to June 2015.
Dave Gilreath, CFP®, Managing Director & Chief Investment Officer
Mr. Gilreath attended Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, where he earned a Bachelor of Science
degree. Mr. Gilreath has earned his Certified Financial Planner® (CFP) credential. He is a
founding principal and Chief Investment Officer for the Adviser and Sheaff Brock Investment
Advisors, LLC (SBIA). SBIA, an affiliate of the Adviser, is a SEC registered investment
advisor. As Chief Investment Officer, Mr. Gilreath, shares responsibility for setting investment
policy, asset allocation, and security selection for the Adviser. He has more than 30 years of
experience in the financial services industry, beginning with Bache Halsey Stuart Shields and
later with Morgan Stanley/Dean Witter. Mr. Gilreath has been with the Adviser since 2015 and
SBIA since 2001.
The Fund’s Statement of Additional Information provides additional information about the
Portfolio Managers’ compensation structure, other accounts managed by the Portfolio Managers,
and the Portfolio Managers’ ownership of shares of the Fund.
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HOW SHARES ARE PRICED
The Fund's assets are generally valued at their market value using market quotations. The Fund
may use pricing services to determine market value. If market prices are not available or, in the
Adviser's opinion, market prices do not reflect fair value, or if an event occurs after the close of
trading on the domestic or foreign exchange or market on which the security is principally traded
(but prior to the time the NAV is calculated) that materially affects fair value, the investment
Adviser will value the Fund’s assets at their fair value according to policies approved by the
Fund’s Board of Trustees. For example, if trading in a portfolio security is halted and does not
resume before the Fund calculates its NAV, the aAdviser may need to price the security using the
Fund’s fair value pricing guidelines. Without a fair value price, short term traders could take
advantage of the arbitrage opportunity and dilute the NAV of long term investors. Securities
trading on overseas markets present time zone arbitrage opportunities when events affecting
portfolio security values occur after the close of the overseas market, but prior to the close of the
U.S. market. Fair valuation of the Fund’s portfolio securities can serve to reduce arbitrage
opportunities available to short term traders, but there is no assurance that fair value pricing
policies will prevent dilution of a Fund's NAV by short term traders. Fair valuation involves
subjective judgments and it is possible that the fair value determined for a security may differ
materially from the value that could be realized upon the sale of the security. The Fund may
invest in ETFs and other investment companies ("Underlying Funds"). The Fund’s NAV is
calculated based, in part, upon the market prices of the Underlying Funds in its portfolio, and the
prospectuses of those companies explain the circumstances under which they will use fair value
pricing and the effects of using fair value pricing. Because foreign securities trade on days when
the Fund’s shares are not priced, the value of securities held by the Fund can change on days
when the Fund’s shares cannot be purchased or redeemed.
HOW TO PURCHASE SHARES
Class I Shares
Class I shares of the Fund are sold at NAV without an initial sales charge and are not subject to
12b-1 distribution fees. This means that 100% of your initial investment is placed into shares of
the Fund. Class I shares are intended to be offered to institutional investors through select
channels that are not available to all investors. However, the Fund or the Adviser may admit
investors at its discretion and waive any minimum investment requirement.
Class A Shares
Class A shares of the Fund are sold at NAV without an initial sales charge and are subject to a
.25% 12b-1 distribution fees. This means that 100% of your initial investment is placed into
shares of the Fund. Class A shares are intended to be offered to retail investors through financial
intermediaries.
MINIMUM INVESTMENTS:
The minimum initial and subsequent investment for Class I shares is $100,000 and $100 and
Class A shares is $5,000 and $100 for all non-retirement accounts. The minimum initial and
subsequent investment for retirement accounts is $1,000 and $250. However, the Fund or the
Adviser may waive any minimum investment requirement at its discretion.
There is no minimum investment requirement when you are buying shares by reinvesting
dividends and distributions from the Fund. Investment minimums may be higher or lower for
investors purchasing shares through a brokerage firm or other financial institution. To the extent
investments of individual investors are aggregated into an omnibus account established by an
investment adviser, brokerage firm, retirement plan sponsor or other intermediary, the account
minimums apply to the omnibus account, not to the account of the individual investor.
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For accounts sold through brokerage firms and other intermediaries, it is the responsibility of the
brokerage firm or intermediary to enforce compliance with investment minimums.
OPENING AN ACCOUNT:
The Fund is a separate series of Collaborative Investment Series Trust (the "Trust"), and you may
purchase shares directly from the Fund. You also may purchase shares through a brokerage firm
or other intermediary that has contracted with the Trust to sell shares of the Fund. You may be
charged a separate fee by the brokerage firm or other intermediary through whom you purchase
shares.
If you are investing directly in the Fund for the first time, please call the Fund’s transfer agent at
1-800-869-1679 to request a Shareholder Account Application. You will need to establish an
account before investing. Be sure to sign up for all the account options that you plan to take
advantage of. For example, if you would like to be able to redeem your shares by telephone, you
should select this option on your Shareholder Account Application. Doing so when you open
your account means that you will not need to complete additional paperwork later.
Your investment in the Fund should be intended as a long-term investment vehicle. The Fund is
not designed to provide you with a means of speculating on the short-term fluctuations in the
stock market. The Fund reserve the right to reject any purchase request that it regards as
disruptive to the efficient management of the Fund, which includes investors with a history of
excessive trading. The Fund also reserves the right to stop offering shares at any time.
To help the government fight the funding of terrorism and money laundering activities, federal
law requires all financial institutions to obtain, verify, and record information that identifies each
person who opens an account. This means that when you open an account, we will ask for your
name, address, date of birth, and other information that will allow us to identify you. We also
may ask for other identifying documents or information, and may take additional steps to verify
your identity. We may not be able to open your account or complete a transaction for you until
we are able to verify your identity.
If you have any questions regarding the Fund, please call 1-800-869-1679.
You may buy shares on any "business day." Business days are Monday through Friday, other
than days the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) is closed, including the following holidays:
New Year's Day, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, Presidents' Day, Good Friday, Memorial Day,
Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas Day.
Shares of the Funds are sold at NAV. The NAV generally is calculated as of the close of trading
on the NYSE every day the NYSE is open. The NYSE normally closes at 4:00 p.m. Eastern
Time ("ET"). The Fund's NAV is calculated by taking the total value of the Fund's assets,
subtracting its liabilities, and then dividing by the total number of shares outstanding, rounded to
the nearest cent.
If you are purchasing directly from the Trust, send the completed Shareholder Account
Application and a check payable to the Fund in which you are investing to the following address:
Collaborative Investment Series Trust
c/o Mutual Shareholder Services, LLC
8000 Town Centre Drive, Suite 400
Broadview Heights, OH 44147
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Purchase orders received in "proper form" by the Fund’s transfer agent before the close of trading
on the NYSE will be effective at the NAV next calculated after your order is received. On
occasion, the NYSE closes before 4:00 p.m. ET. When that happens, purchase orders received
after the NYSE closes will be effective the following business day.
To be in "proper form," the purchase order must include:
●
●
●

Fund name and account number;
Account name(s) and address;
The dollar amount or number of shares you wish to purchase.

The Fund may limit the amount of purchases and refuse to sell to any person.
Method of Payment. All purchases (both initial and subsequent) must be made in U.S. dollars
and checks must be drawn on U.S. banks. Cash, credit cards and third party checks will not be
accepted. Third party checks and checks drawn on a non-U.S. financial institution will not be
accepted, even if payment may be effected through a U.S. financial institution. Checks made
payable to any individual or company and endorsed to Collaborative Investment Series Trust or
the Fund are considered third-party checks.
A $20 fee will be charged against your account for any payment check returned to the transfer
agent or for any incomplete electronic funds transfer, or for insufficient funds, stop payment,
closed account or other reasons. If a check does not clear your bank or the Fund is unable to
debit your pre-designated bank account on the day of purchase, the Fund reserves the right to
cancel the purchase. If your purchase is canceled, you will be responsible for any losses or fees
imposed by your bank and losses that may be incurred as a result of a decline in the value of the
canceled purchase. The Fund (or the Fund's agent) each have the authority to redeem shares in
your account(s) to cover any losses due to fluctuations in share price. Any profit on such
cancellation will accrue to the Fund.
If you choose to pay by wire, you must call the Fund’s transfer agent, at 1-800-869-1679 to set up
your account, to obtain an account number, and obtain instructions on how to complete the wire
transfer.
Wire orders will be accepted only on a day on which the Fund, custodian and transfer agent are
open for business. A wire purchase will not be considered made until the wired money and the
purchase order are received by the Fund. Any delays that may occur in wiring money, including
delays that may occur in processing by the banks, are not the responsibility of the Fund or its
transfer agent. The Fund presently does not charge a fee for the receipt of wired funds, but the
Fund may charge shareholders for this service in the future.
AUTOMATIC INVESTMENT PLANS:
By completing the Automatic Investment Plan section of the account application, you may make
automatic monthly investments ($100 minimum per purchase) from your bank or savings
account.
OTHER PURCHASE INFORMATION:
If your wire does not clear, you will be responsible for any loss incurred by the Fund. If you are
already a shareholder, the Fund can redeem shares from any identically registered account in the
Fund as reimbursement for any loss incurred. You may be prohibited or restricted from making
future purchases in the Fund.
The Fund may authorize certain brokerage firms and other intermediaries (including its
designated correspondents) to accept purchase and redemption orders on its behalf. The Fund is
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deemed to have received an order when the authorized person or designee receives the order, and
the order is processed at the NAV next calculated thereafter. It is the responsibility of the
brokerage firm or other intermediary to transmit orders promptly to the Funds’ transfer agent.
HOW TO REDEEM SHARES
REDEEMING SHARES:
You may redeem your shares on any business day. Redemption orders received in proper form
by the Fund’s transfer agent or by a brokerage firm or other intermediary selling Fund shares
before 4:00 p.m. ET (or before the NYSE closes if the NYSE closes before 4:00 p.m. ET) will be
processed at that day's NAV. Your brokerage firm or intermediary may have an earlier cut-off
time.
"Proper form" means your request for redemption must:
●
Include the Fund name and account number;
●
Include the account name(s) and address;
●
State the dollar amount or number of shares you wish to redeem; and
●
Be signed by all registered share owner(s) in the exact name(s) and any special capacity in
which they are registered.
The Fund may require that the signatures be guaranteed if the mailing address of the account has
been changed within 30 days of the redemption request. The Fund also may require that
signatures be guaranteed for redemptions of $25,000 or more. Signature guarantees are for the
protection of shareholders. You can obtain a signature guarantee from most banks and securities
dealers, but not from a notary public. All documentation requiring a signature guarantee must
utilize a New Technology Medallion stamp. For joint accounts, both signatures must be
guaranteed. Please call the transfer agent at 1-800-869-1679 if you have questions regarding
signature guarantees. At the discretion of the Fund, you may be required to furnish additional
legal documents to insure proper authorization. The Fund will not make checks payable to any
person other than the shareholder(s) of record.
Shares of the Fund may be redeemed by mail or telephone. You may receive redemption
payments in the form of a check or federal wire transfer. A wire transfer fee of $20 will be
charged to defray custodial charges for redemptions paid by wire transfer. Any charges for wire
redemptions will be deducted from your account by redemption of shares. If you redeem your
shares through a brokerage firm or other intermediary, you may be charged a fee by that
institution.
REDEEMING BY MAIL:
You may redeem any part of your account in the Fund by mail at no charge. Your request, in
proper form, should be addressed to:
Collaborative Investment Series Trust
c/o Mutual Shareholder Services, LLC
8000 Town Centre Drive, Suite 400
Broadview Heights, OH 44147
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TELEPHONE REDEMPTIONS:
You may redeem any part of your account in a Fund by calling the transfer agent at 1-800-8691679. You must first complete the Optional Telephone Redemption and Exchange section of the
investment application to institute this option. The Fund, the transfer agent and the custodian are
not liable for following redemption instructions communicated by telephone to the extent that
they reasonably believe the telephone instructions to be genuine. However, if they do not employ
reasonable procedures to confirm that telephone instructions are genuine, they may be liable for
any losses due to unauthorized or fraudulent instructions. Procedures employed may include
recording telephone instructions and requiring a form of personal identification from the caller.
The Fund may terminate the telephone redemption procedures at any time. During periods of
extreme market activity it is possible that shareholders may encounter some difficulty in
telephoning the Fund, although neither the Fund nor the transfer agent has ever experienced
difficulties in receiving and responding to telephone requests for redemptions or exchanges in a
timely fashion. If you are unable to reach the Fund by telephone, you may request a redemption
or exchange by mail.
REDEMPTIONS IN KIND:
The Fund reserves the right to honor requests, in regular and stressed market conditions, for
redemption or repurchase orders made by a shareholder during any 90-day period by making
payment in whole or in part in portfolio securities ("redemption in kind") on the amount of such a
request that is large enough to affect operations (that is, on the amount of the request that is
greater than the lesser of $250,000 or 1% of the Fund's net assets at the beginning of the 90-day
period). In-kind redemptions of Fund shares will be redeemed pro rata to the extent that doing so
is reasonable and in the best interests of the Fund and its shareholders. The securities will be
chosen by the Fund and valued using the same procedures as used in calculating the Fund's NAV.
A shareholder may incur transaction expenses in converting these securities to cash.
ADDITIONAL REDEMPTION INFORMATION:
If you are not certain of the redemption requirements, please call the transfer agent at 1-800-8691679. Redemptions specifying a certain date or share price cannot be accepted and will be
returned. The Fund typically expects that it will take up to 5 days following the receipt of your
redemption request to pay out redemption proceeds by check or electronic transfer. The Fund
typically expects to pay redemptions from cash, cash equivalents, proceeds from the sale of fund
shares, any lines of credit and then from the sale of portfolio securities. These redemption
payment methods will be used in regular and stressed market conditions. You may be assessed a
fee if a Fund incurs bank charges because you request that the Fund re-issue a redemption check.
Also, when the NYSE is closed (or when trading is restricted) for any reason other than its
customary weekend or holiday closing or under any emergency circumstances, as determined by
the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), the Fund may suspend redemptions or
postpone payment dates.
Low Balances: Because the Fund incurs certain fixed costs in maintaining shareholder accounts,
the Fund may require that you redeem all of your shares in the Fund upon 30 days written notice
if the value of your shares in the Fund is less than $1,000 due to redemption, or such other
minimum amount as the Fund may determine from time to time. You may increase the value of
your shares in the Fund to the minimum amount within the 30-day period. All shares of the Fund
also are subject to involuntary redemption if the Board of Trustees determines to liquidate the
Fund. An involuntary redemption will create a capital gain or a capital loss, which may have tax
consequences to you and about which you should consult your tax adviser.
FREQUENT PURCHASES AND REDEMPTIONS OF FUND SHARES
The Fund discourage and does not accommodate market timing. Frequent trading into and out of
the Fund can harm all Fund shareholders by disrupting the Fund’s investment strategies,
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increasing Fund expenses, decreasing tax efficiency and diluting the value of shares held by longterm shareholders. The Fund is designed for long-term investors and is not intended for market
timing or other disruptive trading activities. Accordingly, the Fund’s Board has approved
policies that seek to curb these disruptive activities while recognizing that shareholders may have
a legitimate need to adjust their Fund investments as their financial needs or circumstances
change. The Fund discourages excessive short-term trading in Fund shares and does not intend to
accommodate such trading activity by investors. The Fund considers excessive short-term
trading to be any pattern of frequent purchases and redemptions of the Fund’s shares by an
investor or group of investors, acting in concert, that could interfere with the efficient
management of the Fund’s portfolio or result in increased brokerage and administrative costs.
The Fund currently uses several methods to reduce the risk of market timing. These methods
include:
●
Committing staff to review, on a continuing basis, recent trading activity in order to
identify trading activity that may be contrary to the Fund’s market timing trading policy;
●
Rejecting or limiting specific purchase requests; and
●
Rejecting purchase requests from certain investors.
Though these methods involve judgments that are inherently subjective and involve some
selectivity in their application, the Fund seeks to make judgments and applications that are
consistent with the interests of the Fund's shareholders.
Based on the frequency of redemptions in your account, the Adviser or transfer agent may in its
sole discretion determine that your trading activity is detrimental to the Fund as described in the
Fund’s market timing trading policy and elect to reject or limit the amount, number, frequency or
method for requesting future purchases or exchange purchases of the Fund’s shares.
The Fund reserves the right to reject or restrict purchase requests for any reason, particularly
when the shareholder's trading activity suggests that the shareholder may be engaged in market
timing or other disruptive trading activities. Neither the Fund nor the Adviser will be liable for
any losses resulting from rejected purchase orders. The Adviser may also bar an investor who
has violated these policies (and the investor's financial advisor) from opening new accounts with
the Fund.
Although the Fund attempts to limit disruptive trading activities, some investors use a variety of
strategies to hide their identities and their trading practices. There can be no guarantee that the
Fund will be able to identify or limit these activities. Omnibus account arrangements are common
forms of holding shares of the Fund. While the Fund will encourage financial intermediaries to
apply the Fund’s market timing trading policy to their customers who invest indirectly in the
Fund, the Fund is limited in their ability to monitor the trading activity or enforce the Fund’s
market timing trading policy with respect to customers of financial intermediaries. For example,
should it occur, the Fund may not be able to detect market timing that may be facilitated by
financial intermediaries or made difficult to identify in the omnibus accounts used by those
intermediaries for aggregated purchases, exchanges and redemptions on behalf of all their
customers. More specifically, unless the financial intermediaries have the ability to apply the
Fund’s market timing trading policy to their customers through such methods as implementing
short-term trading limitations or restrictions and monitoring trading activity for what might be
market timing, the Fund may not be able to determine whether trading by customers of financial
intermediaries is contrary to the Fund’s market timing trading policy. Brokers maintaining
omnibus accounts with the Fund have agreed to provide shareholder transaction information to
the extent known to the broker to the Fund upon request. If the Fund or its transfer agent or
shareholder servicing agent suspects there is market timing activity in the account, the Fund will
seek full cooperation from the service provider maintaining the account to identify the underlying
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participant. At the request of the Adviser, the service providers may take immediate action to stop
any further short-term trading by such participants.
The Fund and the Adviser reserve the right to modify any redemption fee at any time. If there is a
material change to the Fund’s redemption fee, the Fund will notify you at least 60 days prior to
the effective date of the change.
DIVIDENDS, DISTRIBUTIONS AND TAXES
DIVIDENDS AND DISTRIBUTIONS:
The Fund typically distributes substantially all of its net investment income in the form of
dividends and taxable capital gains to its shareholders. The Fund intends to distribute net
investment income dividends quarterly and long-term capital gains annually. These distributions
are automatically reinvested in the Fund from which they are paid unless you request cash
distributions on your application or through a written request to the Fund. Reinvested dividends
and distributions receive the same tax treatment as those paid in cash. If you are interested in
changing your election, you may call the Fund’s transfer agent at 1-800-869-1679 or send a
written notification to:
Collaborative Investment Series Trust
c/o Mutual Shareholder Services, LLC
8000 Town Centre Drive, Suite 400
Broadview Heights, OH 44147
TAXES:
In general, selling shares of the Fund and receiving distributions (whether reinvested or taken in
cash) are taxable events. Depending on the purchase price and the sale price, you may have a
gain or a loss on any shares sold. Any tax liabilities generated by your transactions or by
receiving distributions are your responsibility. The Fund anticipates that distributions will be
primarily taxed as ordinary income. You may want to avoid making a substantial investment
when the Fund is about to make a taxable distribution because you would be responsible for any
taxes on the distribution regardless of how long you have owned your shares. The Fund may
produce capital gains even if they do not have income to distribute and performance has been
poor.
Early each year, the Fund will mail to you a statement setting forth the federal income tax
information for all distributions made during the previous year. If you do not provide your
taxpayer identification number, your account will be subject to backup withholding.
The tax considerations described in this section do not apply to tax-deferred accounts or other
non-taxable entities. Because each investor's tax circumstances are unique, please consult with
your tax adviser about your investment.
DISTRIBUTION OF SHARES
DISTRIBUTOR:
Arbor Court Capital, LLC (“Arbor Court”), located at 8000 Towne Center Drive, Suite 400,
Broadview Heights, Ohio 44147 is the distributor for the shares of the Fund. Arbor Court is a
registered broker-dealer and member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc.
("FINRA"). Shares of the Fund are offered on a continuous basis.
DISTRIBUTION FEES:
The Trust, with respect to the Fund, has adopted the Trust’s Master Distribution and Shareholder
Servicing Plan (the “Plan”), pursuant to Rule 12b-1 of the 1940 Act, which allows the Fund to
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pay the Fund’s distributor an annual fee for distribution and shareholder servicing expenses of up
to 0.25% of the Fund’s average daily net assets attributable to Class A shares.
The Fund’s distributor and other entities are paid pursuant to the Plan, for distribution and
shareholder servicing provided and the expenses borne by the distributor and others in the
distribution of Fund shares., including the payment of commissions for sales of shares and
incentive compensation to and expenses of dealers and others who engage in or support
distribution of shares or who service shareholder accounts, including overhead and telephone
expenses, printing and distribution of prospectuses and shareholder reports used in connection
with the offering of the Fund’s shares to other than current shareholders; and preparation, printing
and distribution of sales literature and advertising materials. In addition, the distributor or other
entities may utilize fees paid pursuant to the Plan to compensate dealers or other entities for their
opportunity costs in advancing such amounts, which compensation would be in the form of a
carrying charge on any un-reimbursed expenses.
You should be aware that if you hold your shares for a substantial period of time, you may
indirectly pay more that the economic equivalent of the maximum front-end sales charge allowed
by FINRA due to the reoccurring nature of distribution (12b-1) fees.
ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION TO FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES:
The Fund’s distributor, its affiliates, and the Fund’s Adviser may each, at its own expense and out
of its own legitimate profits, provide additional cash payments to financial intermediaries who
sell shares of the Fund. Financial intermediaries include brokers, financial planners, banks,
insurance companies, retirement or 401(k) plan administrators and others. These payments may
be in addition to the 12b-1 Fees and any sales charge that are disclosed elsewhere in this
Prospectus. These payments are generally made to financial intermediaries that provide
shareholder or administrative services, or marketing support. Marketing support may include
access to sales meetings, sales representatives and financial intermediary management
representatives, inclusion of the Fund on a sales list, including a preferred or select sales list, or
other sales programs. These payments also may be made as a expense reimbursement in cases
where the financial intermediary provides shareholder services to Fund shareholders.
HOUSEHOLDING:
To reduce expenses, we mail only one copy of the prospectus and each annual and semi-annual
report to those addresses shared by two or more accounts. If you wish to receive individual
copies of these documents, please call the Fund at 1-800-869-1679 on days the Fund is open for
business or contact your financial institution. We will begin sending you individual copies thirty
days after receiving your request.
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
Because the Fund has only recently commenced investment operations, no financial highlights
are available for the Fund at this time. In the future, financial highlights will be presented in this
section of the Prospectus.
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November 2017
PRIVACY NOTICE
COLLABORATIVE INVESTMENT SERIES TRUST
FACTS

WHAT DOES THE COLLABORATIVE INVESTMENT SERIES
TRUST DO WITH YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION?

Why?

Financial companies choose how they share your personal information. Federal
law gives consumers the right to limit some, but not all sharing. Federal law
also requires us to tell you how we collect, share, and protect your personal
information. Please read this notice carefully to understand what we do.

What?

The types of personal information we collect and share depends on the
product or service that you have with us. This information can include:
●
Social Security number and wire transfer instructions
●
account transactions and transaction history
●
investment experience and purchase history
When you are no longer our customer, we continue to share your information
as described in this notice.

How?

All financial companies need to share customers' personal information to run
their everyday business. In the section below, we list the reasons financial
companies can share their customers' personal information; the reasons the
Collaborative Investment Series Trust chooses to share; and whether you can
limit this sharing.

Reasons we can share your personal information:

Do we share
information?

Can you limit
sharing?

For our everyday business purposes - such as to process
your transactions, maintain your account(s), respond to
court orders and legal investigations, or report to credit
bureaus.

YES

NO

For our marketing purposes - to offer our products and
services to you.

NO

We don't share

For joint marketing with other financial companies.

NO

We don't share

For our affiliates' everyday business purposes information about your transactions and records.

NO

We don't share

For our affiliates' everyday business purposes information about your credit worthiness.

NO

We don't share

For our affiliates to market to you

NO

We don't share

For non-affiliates to market to you

NO

We don't share

QUESTIONS?

Call 1-800-595-4866
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What we do:

How does the Collaborative Investment Series Trust
protect my personal information?

To protect your personal information from
unauthorized access and use, we use
security measures that comply with federal
law. These measures include computer
safeguards and secured files and buildings.
Our service providers are held accountable
for adhering to strict policies and
procedures to prevent any misuse of your
nonpublic personal information.

How does the Collaborative Investment Series Trust
collect my personal information?

We collect your personal information, for
example, when you
●
open an account or deposit money
●
direct us to buy securities or direct us
to sell your securities
●
seek advice about your investments
We also collect your personal information
from others, such as credit bureaus,
affiliates, or other companies.
Federal law gives you the right to limit
only:
●
sharing for affiliates' everyday
business purposes – information about your
creditworthiness.
●
affiliates from using your information
to market to you.
●
sharing for nonaffiliates to market to
you.
State laws and individual companies may
give you additional rights to limit sharing.

Why can't I limit all sharing?

Definitions
Affiliates

Companies related by common ownership or
control. They can be financial and nonfinancial companies.
●
The Collaborative Investment Series
Trust does not share with affiliates so they can
market to you.

Non-affiliates

Companies not related by common ownership
or control. They can be financial and nonfinancial companies.
●
The Collaborative Investment Series
Trust does not share with non-affiliates so they
can market to you.

Joint marketing

A formal agreement between nonaffiliated
financial companies that together market
financial products or services to you.
●
The Collaborative Investment Series
Trust doesn’t jointly market.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Several additional sources of information are available to you. The Statement of
Additional Information ("SAI"), incorporated into this prospectus by reference (and
therefore legally a part of this prospectus), contains detailed information on Fund
policies and operations, including policies and procedures relating to the disclosure of
portfolio holdings by the Fund’s affiliates. Annual reports will, and the semi-annual
reports may, contain management's discussion of market conditions and investment
strategies that significantly affected the performance results as of the Fund as of the
latest semi-annual or annual fiscal year end.
Call the Fund at 1-800-869-1679 to request free copies of the SAI, the annual report
and the semi-annual report, to request other information about the Fund and to make
shareholder inquiries. You may also obtain this information about the Fund at the
internet site www.innovativeportfolios.com.
You also may obtain reports and other information about the Fund on the EDGAR
Database on the SEC's Internet site at http.//www.sec.gov, and copies of this
information may be obtained, after paying a duplicating fee, by electronic request at the
following e-mail address: publicinfo@sec.gov, or by writing the SEC's Public
Reference Section, 100 F Street N.E., Washington, D.C. 20549-0102.
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